
Conceptual Seminar



Theories of Change





• 17:25-17:45 : 1. Discussion Round

Rotation

• 17:45-18:05 : 2. Discussion Round

Rotation

• 18:05-18:25 : 3. Discussion Round

Break 

• 18:40- ca. 19:10 : Class-wide summary of discussions

Timeline



Discuss your model. Is there anything that you do not understand? 
What do you take out of the model?

Can you find an example of the different aspects of the model? How 
do they need to work together to create sustainable transformation?

Think about how this model could be combined with the other models. 
Can they be combined? Do they cover different aspects? Or are they 
even contradictory? 

What are the disadvantages of this model? 

Guiding Questions



Questions?
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Break!



Summary of discussions



What was your favourite model and why?

What are your main critiques of a particular 
model? 

What examples did you come up with?

Within the examples: Was this model useful to 
assess it? Within this process: What were the
strong points and weaknesses of the model?



Actors in Action Research



Actors in Action Research

 Activism

 Arts

 Agriculture/Farming

 Politics

 Business

 NGOs

 Lifestyle/Behaviour

 Science/Academia/Education

 Media

Topics to choose from



Questions?



• Tool used for planning and evaluation 

• Purpose: develop a deep understanding of changemaker by 

revisiting their goals, assumptions, and activities 

• How does it work? 

Design of a graphical map with long-term goals which are mapped  

backwards to identify relationships and necessary changes 

Basics of ToC



Process

1.   Identify workable long-term goal and outcomes

2.   Short-term preconditions: what outcomes must be brought
before we can achieve the long-term outcome?

3.   Continue preconditions by reflecting what is the precondition
for the outcome to be achieved

4.   Evaluation: How can the design and the implementation be
improved? 



Win the
badminton
tournament

Mental 
preparation

Regular 
training 

Healthy
lifestyle

Be in the best shape possible

Outcome

Interventions

Precondition

Indicators:

Win first prize
(quantitative)

Feeling in shape
(qualitative)

Winning against peers
(quantitative)

Assumption 1:
These interventions will 

help me get in a good shape

Assumption 2: 
Being in a good shape

Will make me win the tournament

Narrative: Following a competitive understanding, to be successful I need to win

Rationale: Hard and intense work leads to success



Quality Review Criteria

• For you to evaluate the work of the changemaker, but also for
us to evaluate your work:

• Plausibility

• Feasibility

• Testability 

= logic of outcomes pathway: does it make sense and is in order?

= can initiative realistically achieve long-term outcomes?

= are indicators solid and measurable?



Questions?



Padlets



Next week
Hörsal 1 – Karl Andreasson


